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Abstract. It is well-known that outliers appear in the high-frequency
region in the approximate spectrum of isogeometric analysis of the second-
order elliptic operator. Recently, the outliers have been eliminated by a
boundary penalty technique. The essential idea is to impose extra con-
ditions arising from the differential equation at the domain boundary. In
this paper, we extend the idea to remove outliers in the superconvergent
approximate spectrum of isogeometric analysis with optimally-blended
quadrature rules. We show numerically that the eigenvalue errors are
of superconvergence rate h2p+2 and the overall spectrum is outlier-free.
The condition number and stiffness of the resulting algebraic system are
reduced significantly. Various numerical examples demonstrate the per-
formance of the proposed method.
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1 Introduction

Isogeometric analysis (IGA) is a widely-used analysis tool that combines the
classical finite element analysis with computer-aided design and analysis tools.
It was introduced in 2005 [16, 6]. There is a rich literature since its first develop-
ment; see an overview paper [20] and the references therein. In particular, a rich
literature on IGA has been shown that the method outperforms the classical fi-
nite element method (FEM) on the spectral approximations of the second-order
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elliptic operators. The initial work [7] showed that the spectral errors of IGA
were significantly smaller when compared with FEM approximations. In [17], the
authors further explored the advantages of IGA on the spectral approximations.

To further reduce the spectral errors on IGA spectral approximations, on
one hand, the recent work [5, 23] introduced Gauss-Legendre and Gauss-Lobatto
optimally-blended quadrature rules. By invoking the dispersion analysis which
was unified with the spectral analysis in [18], the spectral errors were shown to
be superconvergent with two extra orders. The work [10] generalized the blended
rules to arbitrary p-th order IGA with maximal continuity. Along the line, the
work [9] further studied the computational efficiency and the work [1, 4, 22, 14,
13] studied its applications.

On the other hand, the spectral errors in the highest-frequency regions are
much larger than in the lower-frequency region. There is a thin layer in the
highest-frequency region which is referred to as “outliers”. The outliers in isoge-
ometric spectral approximations were first observed in [7] in 2006. The question
of how to efficiently remove the outliers remained open until recently. In [11], the
authors removed the outliers by a boundary penalty technique. The main idea
is to impose higher-order consistency conditions on the boundaries to the isoge-
ometric spectral approximations. The work proposed to impose these conditions
weakly. Outliers are eliminated and the condition numbers of the systems are
reduced significantly.

In this paper, we propose to further reduce spectral errors by combining
the optimally-blended quadrature rules and the boundary penalty technique. To
illustrate the idea, we focus on tensor-product meshes on rectangular domains.
We first develop the method in 1D and obtain the generalized matrix eigenvalue
problems. We then apply the tensor-product structure to generate the matrix
problems in multiple dimensions. By using the optimally-blended quadrature
rules, we retain the eigenvalue superconvergence rate. By applying the boundary
penalty technique, we remove the outliers in the superconvergent spectrum. The
method also reduces the condition numbers.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the problem
and its discretization by the standard isogeometric analysis. Section 3 concerns
the Gauss-Legendre and Gauss-Lobatto quadrature rules. We then present the
optimally-blended rules. In Section 4, we apply the boundary penalty technique
developed in [11] to the IGA setting with blending rules. Section 5 collects nu-
merical results that demonstrate the performance of the proposed method. In
particular, we perform the numerical study on the condition numbers. Conclud-
ing remarks are presented in Section 6.

2 Problem setting

Let Ω = [0, 1]d ⊂ Rd, d = 1, 2, 3 be a bounded open domain with Lipschitz
boundary ∂Ω. We use the standard notation for the Hilbert and Sobolev spaces.
For a measurable subset S ⊆ Ω, we denote by (·, ·)S and ‖ · ‖S the L2-inner
product and its norm, respectively. We omit the subscripts when it is clear in
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the context. For any integer m ≥ 1, we denote the Hm-norm and Hm-seminorm
as ‖ · ‖Hm(S) and | · |Hm(S), respectively. In particular, we denote by H1

0 (Ω)
the Sobolev space with functions in H1(Ω) that are vanishing at the bound-
ary. We consider the classical second-order elliptic eigenvalue problem: Find the
eigenpairs (λ, u) ∈ R+ ×H1

0 (Ω) with ‖u‖Ω = 1 such that

−∆u = λu in Ω,

u = 0 on ∂Ω,
(1)

where ∆ = ∇2 is the Laplacian. The variational formulation of (1) is to find
λ ∈ R+ and u ∈ H1

0 (Ω) with ‖u‖Ω = 1 such that

a(w, u) = λb(w, u), ∀ w ∈ H1
0 (Ω), (2)

where the bilinear forms

a(v, w) := (∇v,∇w)Ω , b(v, w) := (v, w)Ω . (3)

It is well-known that the eigenvalue problem (2) has a countable set of posi-
tive eigenvalues (see, for example, [2, Sec. 9.8])

0 < λ1 < λ2 ≤ λ3 ≤ · · ·

and an associated set of orthonormal eigenfunctions {uj}∞j=1, that is, (uj , uk) =
δjk, where δjk = 1 is the Kronecker delta. Consequently, the eigenfunctions
are also orthogonal in the energy inner product since there holds a(uj , uk) =
λjb(uj , uk) = λjδjk.

At the discretize level, we first discretize the domain Ω with a uniform tensor-
product mesh. We denote a general element as τ and its collection as Th such
that Ω = ∪τ∈Thτ . Let h = maxτ∈Th diameter(τ). In the IGA setting, for sim-
plicity, we use the B-splines. The B-spline basis functions in 1D are defined
by using the Cox-de Boor recursion formula; we refer to [8, 21] for details. Let
X = {x0, x1, · · · , xm} be a knot vector with knots xj , that is, a nondecreasing
sequence of real numbers. The j-th B-spline basis function of degree p, denoted
as φjp(x), is defined recursively as

φj0(x) =

{
1, if xj ≤ x < xj+1,

0, otherwise,

φjp(x) =
x− xj

xj+p − xj
φjp−1(x) +

xj+p+1 − x
xj+p+1 − xj+1

φj+1
p−1(x).

(4)

A tensor-product of these 1D B-splines produces the B-spline basis functions in
multiple dimensions. We define the multi-dimensional approximation space as
V hp ⊂ H1

0 (Ω) with (see [3, 15] for details):

V hp = span{φpj}
Nh
j=1 =


span{φjxpx(x)}Nx

jx=1, in 1D,

span{φjxpx(x)φ
jy
py (y)}Nx,Ny

jx,jy=1, in 2D,

span{φjxpx(x)φ
jy
py (y)φjzpz (z)}Nx,Ny,Nz

jx,jy,jz=1, in 3D,
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where px, py, pz specify the approximation order in each dimension. Nx, Ny, Nz
is the total number of basis functions in each dimension and Nh is the total
number of degrees of freedom. The isogeometric analysis of (1) in variational
formulation seeks λh ∈ R and uh ∈ V hp with ‖uh‖Ω = 1 such that

a(wh, uh) = λhb(wh, uh), ∀ wh ∈ V hp . (5)

At the algebraic level, we approximate the eigenfunctions as a linear com-
bination of the B-spline basis functions and substitute all the B-spline basis
functions for wh in (5). This leads to the generalized matrix eigenvalue problem

KU = λhMU, (6)

where Kkl = a(φkp, φ
l
p),Mkl = b(φkp, φ

l
p), and U is the corresponding represen-

tation of the eigenvector as the coefficients of the B-spline basis functions. In
practice, we evaluate the integrals involved in the bilinear forms a(·, ·) and b(·, ·)
numerically using quadrature rules. In the next section, we present the Gauss–
Legendre and Gauss–Lobatto quadrature rules, followed by their optimally-
blended rules.

3 Quadrature rules and optimal blending

In this section, we first present the classic Gauss-type quadrature rules and
then present the optimally-blended rules developed recently in [5]. While the
optimally-blended rules have been developed in [10] for arbitrary order isogeo-
metric elements, we focus on the lower-order cases for simplicity.

3.1 Gaussian quadrature rules

Gaussian quadrature rules are well-known and we present these rules by following
the book [19]. On a reference interval τ̂ , a quadrature rule is of the form∫

τ̂

f̂(x̂) dx̂ ≈
m∑
l=1

$̂lf̂(n̂l), (7)

where $̂l are the weights, n̂l are the nodes, and m is the number of quadrature
points. We list the lower-order Gauss-Legendre and Gauss-Lobatto quadrature
rules in 1D below; we refer to [19] for rules with more points. The Gauss-Legendre
quadrature rules for m = 1, 2, 3, 4 in the reference interval [−1, 1] are as follows:

m = 1 : n̂1 = 0, $̂1 = 2;

m = 2 : n̂1 = ±
√

3

3
, $̂1 = 1;

m = 3 : n̂1 = 0, n̂2,3 = ±
√

3

5
, $̂1 =

8

9
, $̂2,3 =

5

9
;

m = 4 : n̂1,2,3,4 = ±

√
3

7
∓ 2

7

√
6

5
, $̂1,2,3,4 =

18±
√

30

36
.

(8)
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A Gauss-Legendre quadrature rule with m points integrates exactly a polynomial
of degree 2m− 1 or less. The Gauss-Lobatto quadrature rules with m = 2, 3, 4, 5
in the reference interval [−1, 1] are as follows:

m = 2 : n̂1,2 = ±1, $̂1 = 1;

m = 3 : n̂1 = 0, n̂2,3 = ±1, $̂1 =
4

3
, $̂2,3 =

1

3
;

m = 4 : n̂1,2 = ±
√

1

5
, n̂3,4 = ±1, $̂1,2 =

5

6
, $̂3,4 =

1

6
;

m = 5 : n̂1 = 0, n̂2,3 = ±
√

3

7
, n̂4,5 = ±1, $̂1 =

32

45
, $̂2,3 =

49

90
, $̂4,5 =

1

10
.

(9)
A Gauss-Lobatto quadrature rule with m points integrates exactly a polynomial
of degree 2m− 3 or less.

For each element τ , there is a one-to-one and onto mapping σ such that
τ = σ(τ̂), which leads to the correspondence between the functions on τ and τ̂ .
Let Jτ be the corresponding Jacobian of the mapping. Using the mapping, (7)
induces a quadrature rule over the element τ given by

∫
τ

f(x) dx ≈
Nq∑
l=1

$l,τf(nl,τ ), (10)

where $l,τ = det(Jτ )$̂l and nl,τ = σ(n̂l). For blending rules, we denote by Q a
general quadrature rule, by Gm the m−point Gauss-Legendre quadrature rule,
by Lm the m−point Gauss-Lobatto quadrature rule, by Qη a blended rule, and
by Op the optimally-blended rule for the p-th order isogeometric analysis.

3.2 Optimal blending quadrature rules

Let Q1 = {$(1)
l,τ , n

(1)
l,τ }

m1

l=1 and Q2 = {$(2)
l,τ , n

(2)
l,τ }

m2

l=1 be two quadrature rules. We
define the blended quadrature rule as

Qη = ηQ1 + (1− η)Q2, (11)

where η ∈ R is a blending parameter. We note that the blending parameter
can be both positive and negative. The blended rule Qη for the integration of a
function f is understood as∫

τ

f(x) dx ≈ τ
m1∑
l=1

$
(1)
l,τ f(n

(1)
l,τ ) + (1− τ)

m2∑
l=1

$
(2)
l,τ f(n

(2)
l,τ ). (12)

The blended rules for isogeometric analysis of the eigenvalue problem can re-
duce significantly the spectral errors. In particular, the optimally-blended rules
deliver two extra orders of convergence for the eigenvalue errors; see [5, 10] for
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the developments. We present the optimally-blended rule for the p-th order iso-
geometric elements

Op = Qη = ηGp+1 + (1− η)Lp+1, (13)

where the optimal blending parameters are given in the Table 3.2 below.

Table 1. Optimal blending parameters for isogeometric elements.

p 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

η 1
2

1
3
− 3

2
− 79

5
−174 − 91177

35
− 105013

2

We remark that there are other optimally-blended quadrature rules for isoge-
ometric elements developed in [5, 10]. Non-standard quadrature rules are devel-
oped in [9] and they are shown to be equivalent with the optimally-blended rules.
They all lead to the same stiffness and mass matrices. Herein, for simplicity, we
only adopt the blended rules in the form of (13).

4 The boundary penalty technique

Outliers appear in the isogeometric spectral approximations when using C2 cubic
B-splines and higher-order approximations. These outliers can be removed by a
boundary penalty technique. In this section, we first recall the boundary penalty
technique introduced recently in [11]. We present the idea for 1D problem with
Ω = [0, 1] and ∂Ω = {0, 1}. We then generalize it at the algebraic level using
the tensor-product structure for the problem in multiple dimensions. We denote

α = bp− 1

2
c =

{
p−1
2 , p is odd,
p−2
2 , p is even.

(14)

The isogeometric analysis of (1) in 1D with the boundary penalty technique is:
Find λ̃h ∈ R and ũh ∈ V hp such that

ã(wh, ũh) = λ̃hb̃(wh, ũh), ∀ wh ∈ V hp . (15)

Herein, for w, v ∈ V hp

ã(w, v) =

∫ 1

0

w′v′ dx+

α∑
`=1

ηa,`π
2h6`−3

(
w(2`)(0)v(2`)(0) + w(2`)(1)v(2`)(1)

)
,

(16a)

b̃(w, v) =

∫ 1

0

wv dx+

α∑
`=1

ηb,`h
6`−1

(
w(2`)(0)v(2`)(0) + w(2`)(1)v(2`)(1)

)
, (16b)
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where ηa,`, ηb,` are penalty parameters set to ηa,` = ηb,` = 1 in default. The
superscript (2`) denotes the 2`-th derivative. We further approximate the inner-
products by the quadrature rules discussed above. For p-th order element and
τ ∈ Th, we denote Gp+1 = {$G

l,τ , n
G
l,τ}

p+1
l=1 and Lp+1 = {$L

l,τ , n
L
l,τ}

p+1
l=1 . Applying

the optimally-blended quadrature rules in the form of (13) to (15), we obtain
the approximated form

ãh(wh, ũh) = λ̃hb̃h(wh, ũh), ∀ wh ∈ V hp , (17)

where for w, v ∈ V hp

ãh(w, v) =
∑
τ∈Th

p+1∑
l=1

(
η$G

l,τ∇w(nGl,τ ) · ∇v(nGl,τ ) + (1− η)$L
l,τ∇w(nLl,τ ) · ∇v(nLl,τ )

)
+

α∑
`=1

ηa,`π
2h6`−3

(
w(2`)(0)v(2`)(0) + w(2`)(1)v(2`)(1)

)
,

(18)
and

b̃h(w, v) =
∑
τ∈Th

p+1∑
l=1

(
η$G

l,τw(nGl,τ ) · v(nGl,τ ) + (1− η)$L
l,τw(nLl,τ ) · v(nLl,τ )

)
+

α∑
`=1

ηb,`h
6`−1

(
w(2`)(0)v(2`)(0) + w(2`)(1)v(2`)(1)

)
.

(19)

With this in mind, we arrive at the matrix eigenvalue problem

K̃U = λ̃hM̃U, (20)

where K̃kl = K̃1D
kl = ãh(φkp, φ

l
p), M̃kl = M̃1D

kl = b̃h(φkp, φ
l
p) in 1D. Using the

tensor-product structure and introducing the outer-product ⊗ (also known as
the Kronecker product), the corresponding 2D matrices (see [5] for details) are

K̃ = K̃2D = K̃1D
x ⊗ M̃1D

y + M̃1D
x ⊗ K̃1D

y ,

M̃ = M̃2D = M̃1D
x ⊗ M̃1D

y ,
(21)

and the 3D matrices are

K̃ = K̃3D = K̃1D
x ⊗ M̃1D

y ⊗ M̃1D
z + M̃1D

x ⊗ K̃1D
y ⊗ M̃1D

z + M̃1D
x ⊗ M̃1D

y ⊗ K̃1D
z ,

M̃ = M̃3D = M̃1D
x ⊗ M̃1D

y ⊗ M̃1D
z ,

(22)
where K̃1D

q , M̃1D
q , q = x, y, z are 1D matrices generated from the modified bilin-

ear forms in (17).

5 Numerical examples

In this section, we present numerical tests to demonstrate the performance of
the method. We consider the problem (1) with d = 1, 2, 3. The 1D problem
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has true eigenpairs
(
λj = j2π2, uj = sin(jπx)

)
, j = 1, 2, · · · , the 2D prob-

lem has true eigenpairs
(
λjk = (j2 + k2)π2, ujk = sin(jπx) sin(kπy)

)
, j, k =

1, 2, · · · , and the 3D problem has true eigenpairs
(
λjkl = (j2 +k2 + l2)π2, ujkl =

sin(jπx) sin(kπy) sin(lπz)
)
, j, k, l = 1, 2, · · · . We sort both the exact and approx-

imate eigenvalues in ascending order. Since outliers appear in the spectrum for
cubic (p = 3) and higher order isogeometric elements, we focus on p-th order
elements with p ≥ 3.

5.1 Numerical study on error convergence rates and outliers

To study the errors, we consider both the H1-seminorm and L2-norm for the
eigenfunctions. The optimal convergence rates in H1-seminorm and L2-norm are
hp and hp+1 for p-th order elements, respectively. For the eigenvalues, we consider

the relative eigenvalue errors defined as
|λ̃h

j−λj |
λj

. The optimal convergence rate is

h2p for p-th order elements. We denote by ρp the convergence rate of p-th order
isogeometric elements.

Table 2 shows the eigenvalue and eigenfunction errors for p = 3, 4, 5 in 1D
while Table 3 shows the eigenvalue errors for the problems in 2D and 3D. The first
eigenvalue error approaches the machine precision fast. Thus, we calculate the
convergence rates with coarser meshes. In all these scenarios, the eigenfunction
errors are convergent optimally, while the eigenvalue errors are superconvergent
with two extra orders, i.e., h2p+2. These results are in good agreement with the
theoretical predictions.

Table 2. Errors and convergence rates for the first and sixth eigenpairs in 1D when
using IGA with optimally-blended quadratures and the boundary penalty technique.

p N
|λ̃h

1−λ1|
λ1

|u1 − ũh1 |H1 ‖u1 − ũh1‖L2
|λ̃h

6−λ6|
λ6

|u6 − ũh6 |H1 ‖u6 − ũh6‖L2

5 3.52e-7 4.95e-3 1.67e-4 3.05e-1 1.83e1 9.71e-1

10 1.32e-9 5.75e-4 9.25e-6 3.21e-3 1.50 3.38e-2

3 20 5.09e-12 7.05e-5 5.60e-7 9.57e-6 1.12e-1 1.01e-3

40 1.12e-13 8.77e-6 3.47e-8 3.45e-8 1.20e-2 4.94e-5

ρ3 8.04 3.05 4.08 7.76 3.54 4.79

5 6.90e-9 5.26e-4 1.80e-5 3.05e-1 1.87e1 9.91e-1

4 10 6.31e-12 2.91e-5 4.72e-7 7.59e-4 6.38e-1 1.45e-2

20 5.75e-14 1.76e-6 1.41e-8 4.42e-7 1.91e-2 1.75e-4

ρ4 10.09 4.11 5.16 9.70 4.97 6.23

5 1.13e-10 5.65e-5 1.97e-6 3.06e-1 1.89e1 1.00

5 10 1.15e-14 1.48e-6 2.43e-8 1.41e-4 2.63e-1 6.17e-3

20 1.27e-14 4.42e-8 3.54e-10 1.72e-8 3.30e-3 3.06e-5

ρ5 13.26 5.16 6.22 12.04 6.24 7.50
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Outlier removal in IGA with blended quadratures 9

Table 3. Errors for the first and sixth eigenvalues in 2D and 3D when using IGA with
optimally-blended quadratures and the boundary penalty technique.

p 3 4 5

d N
|λ̃h

1−λ1|
λ1

|λ̃h
6−λ6|
λ6

|λ̃h
1−λ1|
λ1

|λ̃h
6−λ6|
λ6

|λ̃h
1−λ1|
λ1

|λ̃h
6−λ6|
λ6

3 2.28e-5 1.63e-4 1.32e-6 8.52e-3 6.55e-8 1.30e-7

6 8.05e-8 6.10e-4 1.09e-9 9.03e-5 1.29e-11 1.15e-5

2 12 3.07e-10 1.94e-6 1.07e-12 6.06e-8 5.21e-14 1.61e-9

24 1.31e-12 7.15e-9 1.35e-14 5.37e-11 9.45e-14 2.86e-13

ρp 8.02 8.19 10.12 10.54 7.95 12.8

2 6.78e-4 3.33e-1 1.00e-4 3.33e-1 1.28e-5 3.33e-1

4 2.15e-6 6.03e-4 6.74e-8 8.92e-5 1.79e-9 1.14e-5

3 8 7.94e-9 1.92e-6 5.96e-11 5.99e-8 5.30e-13 1.59e-9

16 3.06e-11 7.07e-9 3.00e-15 5.30e-11 4.66e-15 3.66e-13

ρp 8.13 8.48 11.5 10.82 12.26 13.19

Figures 1–3 show the overall spectral errors when using the standard IGA
and IGA with optimally-blended rules and the boundary penalty technique.
The polynomial degrees are p ∈ {3, 4, 5}. There are 100 elements in 1D, 20 ×
20 elements in 2D, and 20 × 20 × 20 elements in 3D, respectively. In all the
scenarios, we observe that there are outliers in the IGA spectra. These outliers
are eliminated by the proposed method. Moreover, we observe that these spectral
errors are reduced significantly, especially in the high-frequency regions.

5.2 Numerical study on condition numbers

We study the condition numbers to show further advantages of the method.
Since the stiffness and mass matrices are symmetric, the condition numbers of
the generalized matrix eigenvalue problems (6) and (20) are given by

γ :=
λhmax

λhmin

, γ̃ :=
λ̃hmax

λ̃hmin

, (23)

where λhmax, λ̃
h
max are the largest eigenvalues and λhmin, λ̃

h
min are the smallest

eigenvalues of IGA and the proposed method, respectively. The condition number
characterizes the stiffness of the system. We follow the recent work of soft-finite
element method (SoftFEM) [12] and define the condition number reduction ratio
of the method with respect to IGA as

ρ :=
γ

γ̃
=
λhmax

λ̃hmax

· λ̃
h
min

λhmin

. (24)

In general, one has λhmin ≈ λ̃hmin for IGA and the proposed method with suffi-
cient number of elements (in practice, these methods with only a few elements
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Fig. 1. Outliers in IGA spectra and their eliminations when using the IGA with
optimally-blended rules and the boundary penalty technique. There are 100 elements
in 1D with polynomial degrees p ∈ {3, 4, 5}.

already lead to good approximations to the smallest eigenvalues). Thus, the con-
dition number reduction ratio is mainly characterized by the ratio of the largest
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Fig. 2. Outliers in IGA spectra and their eliminations when using the IGA with
optimally-blended rules and the boundary penalty technique. There are 20 × 20 el-
ements in 2D with polynomial degrees p ∈ {3, 4, 5}.

eigenvalues. Finally, we define the condition number reduction percentage as

% = 100
γ − γ̃
γ

% = 100(1− ρ−1) %. (25)

Table 4 shows the smallest and largest eigenvalues, condition numbers and
their reduction ratios and percentages for 1D, 2D, and 3D problems. We observe
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Fig. 3. Outliers in IGA spectra and their eliminations when using the IGA with
optimally-blended rules and the boundary penalty technique. There are 20 × 20 × 20
elements in 3D with polynomial degrees p ∈ {3, 4, 5}.

that the condition numbers of the proposed method are significantly smaller.
For higher-order isogeometric elements, there are more outliers and these outliers
pollute a larger high-frequency region. Consequently, they lead to larger errors in
the high-frequency region. The proposed method reduces more errors for higher-
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order elements. This leads to small errors in the high-frequency region also for
high-order elements. The condition number of the proposed method reduces by
about 32% for C2 cubic, 60% for C3 quartic, and 75% for C4 quintic elements.
This holds valid for both 2D and 3D problems.

Table 4. Minimal and maximal eigenvalues, condition numbers, reduction ratios and
percentages when using IGA and IGA with optimally-blended quadratures and the
boundary penalty technique. The polynomial degrees are p ∈ {3, 4, 5}. There are 100,
48× 48 elements, and 16× 16× 16 elements in 1D, 2D, and 3D, respectively.

d p λhmin λhmax λ̃hmax γ γ̃ ρ %

3 9.87 1.46e5 9.87e4 1.47e4 1.00e4 1.47 32.17%

1 4 9.87 2.45e5 9.87e4 2.48e4 1.00e4 2.48 59.69%

5 9.87 3.93e5 1.00e5 3.98e4 1.02e4 3.92 74.47%

3 1.97e1 6.71e4 4.55e4 3.40e3 2.30e3 1.47 32.17%

2 4 1.97e1 1.13e5 4.55e4 5.72e3 2.30e3 2.48 59.69%

5 1.97e1 1.81e5 4.57e4 9.17e3 2.31e3 3.96 74.77%

3 2.96e1 1.12e4 7.58e3 3.78e2 2.56e2 1.48 32.23%

3 4 2.96e1 1.88e4 7.58e3 6.36e2 2.56e2 2.48 59.72%

5 2.96e1 3.02e4 7.59e3 1.02e3 2.56e2 3.98 74.89%

6 Concluding remarks

We improve the isogeometric spectral approximations by combining the two
ideas: optimally-blended quadratures and a boundary penalty technique. As a
result, we obtained a superconvergence of rate h2p+2 for the eigenvalue errors
and eliminated the outliers in the spectra. The technique can be also used to im-
prove the spectral approximations of the Neumann eigenvalue problems. These
improvements lead to a better spatial discretization for the time-dependent par-
tial differential equations, which in return, improve the overall performance of
numerical methods. As future work, it would be interesting to study the method
for higher-order differential operators and nonlinear application problems.
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